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Instructions for making 

A GARDEN 
GATE WITH 
SIDE FENCING 

AN attractive design for dividing 
the kitchen garden from the lawn 
and flouer garden is shown here. 

The idea is to run the wall and fencing 
across the plot, and to have a simple to 
make but attractive gate midway. 

Fig. 1 shows the fencing and gate as 
they would appear when completed, and 
in Figs. 2 and 3 are suggested measure-
ments for both these items, while 
details of construction are given in 
Figs. 4 to 7. 
A low dwarf wall of four courses of 

brick can be laid on a concrete founda-
tion. Old cleaned-up bricks would 
answer well for the purpose. The wall 
will be 44ins. thick. The top surface, 
after the fencing is in place, will have a 
layer of cement as seen in Fig. 3, which 
is a cross-section of the wall and fencing. 
The gate-posts are shown 511. 6ins. above 
ground and they may be 3¡ins. square 
or a little heavier as desired. The tops 
are chamfered all round, and a plain 

Just what 

you need to 

separate 

the flowers 

from the 

vegetables 

square capping could be included as 
protection against the weather. 
The ends of the posts should be put in 

the ground for a depth of about 2ft. and 
should be well creosoted or tarred, and 

concrete rammed well round. Ad-
ditional posts will be spaced out and 
set in the wall and let into the ground 
similarly to the gate-posts. These posts, 
however, need be about 4ft. only above 
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ground. The distance between the posts 
should not exceed 6ft.. but much will 
depend on the section of the laths used. 
The gate is 5ft. 6ins. high by nearly 

211. 3ins. wide and is made up of the 
following members: Two uprights, or 
stiles, 5ft. 4ins. by 3ins. by lins.; top 
rail 211. 3ins. by 6ins. by lins.; two 
cross-rails, 211 3ins. by 4ins. by I tins., 
and live upright rails, 411. 1 Ilins. long, 
four of these being 2ins. wide and the 
centre one 21ins. wide, and all ¡in. thick. 

All cross-rails are tenoned and pinned 
into the stiles as shown in Fig. 4 and by 
the dotted lines in Fig. 2. The top rail is 
shaped to the radius shown, the shaped 
portion being afterwards capped by a 
lath about 21ins. by ¡ in. screwed over. 
The underside of the rail is grooved to 
suit the tongues of the five upright rails, 
seen dotted in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 7 

If it is desired to ornament the gate in 
any way the simplest method is to form 
taper-chamfers at the upper ends, and 
ordinary chamfers below on the up-
rights. In Fig. 5 a detail of the upper 
chamfers is given. Hardwood pins or 
brass screws should be used for all the 
fastenings. Strength and effect is given 
by adding the side-shaped angle pieces 
shown in detail in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 4 

The trellis work is formed from laths 
about lins. by ¡in, made up in panels 
and fixed to the gate-posts and to the 
intermediate posts described earlier. 
The upright laths should be spaced 
about 4ins. apart, while the horizontal 
laths arc spaced to get the best effect 
according to the lettering shown in 
Fig. 2. Those at (A) should be spaced 
2ins. apart, (B) nins. apart, (C) 2¡ins. 
apart, (D) 3ins. apart, (E) 3ins. apart 
and (F) 31ins. apart. All laths must be 
firmly nailed at the crossings, and the 
top of each panel finally reinforced by 
an additional lath put on as a capping 
(See Fig. 7.) A spline, shown dotted in 
Fig. 2, should be nailed very firmly to 
the outer side of the gate-posts to take 
the first lath of the lattice-work panels. 
Strong hinges should be used for 
hanging the gate. All the lathwork 
should be well creosoted, while the gate 
and two posts might be painted green. 

(S.W.C.) 

WORKBENCH TIP  

How to Re-Forge a Chisel 

OCCASIONALLY it is necessary 
to re-forge a chisel which has 
become worn and too thick at 

the end. Care must be taken not to 
overheat the metal, or it will become 
burnt and useless, and re-heating 
should be avoided if possible. 

After grinding, heat the chisel for 
about 2ins. of its length, from the edge, 
to a bright red; then the point for about 
¡in. must be dipped out in water. Move 
it slightly up and down to avoid too 
sharp a contrast between the hard point 
and the soft part. Then raise the tool, 
and in a good light watch for the 

changing colours extending towards the 
point; from blue to purple, dark straw, 
pale straw and yellow. 
When the point of the chisel has 

reached a dark straw colour, quench the 
whole tool in water. (E.M.13.) 

NOW READY 

Indices for Vol. 119 of Hobbies 
Weekly are now ready, and can 
be obtained for 1/- post free from 

the Editor 

FOR THE YOUNG TODDLER 

A Toy Brick Trolley 

T
HIS is an ideal toy for the young 
toddler. The bright shapes are 
not only attracti‘e, but help to 

train the mind. Although it seems only a 
trivial matter, the sorting of the various' 
shapes does help in early training. 
Make the trolley platform from -tin. 

thick wood and bore three in. diameter 
holes as shown. They should be on the 
centre line. Insert three dowels of the 
size shown on the pattern sheet. 

Wheels Available 
Wheels can be cut from lin, wood, or 

you can use a set of four wooden wheels 
price 1/9 per set of 4, obtainable from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dercham, Norfolk. They 
are screwed direct into the sides of the 
platform. 

Full-size 

patterns 

are on 

page 47 

There are four shapes to choose from. 
Cut them from din. wood and bore the 
centre holes with a in. bit. The holes 
can easily be cut with a fretsaw. 

Paint the trolley and wheels red and 
the shapes in other bright colours such 
as blue, green, yellow, white, or black. 
Fix a small screweye at one end and 
attach a length of string for pulling 
along. (M.P.) 

Colouring Lamp Bulbs 
DLEASE tell me how to colour electric 

lamp bulbs red. I have dipped lamps 
in dyes and get a clear red after dipping 
them about four times, but it shows the 
filament through the bulb. Is there 
anything I could put in the dye to make it 
darker ? ( W.H.—Newbiggin). IF you arc using clear bulbs, the 

filament will show even when an 
extremely dark colour is applied. This 
difficulty may be overcome by using 
opal or sprayed opal bulbs. No filament 
will show with these, even with a thin 
coating of dye, and the light will in 
general be more diffused, even and 
powerful, for a given wattage. 

Laying Concrete 
T WOULD like to remove a tiled yard 

.1 and path. Would cement flags be best 
to lay, or concrete? Which would be 
easiest and cheapest to work with and 
how would I prepare the foundation? 
(P.S.—Leicester). FDR your path, a layer 2ins. thick of 

concrete over a surface of broken 
clinker, rolled down flat, would be the 
simplest method. 

Framing Oil Paintings 

IHA VE some oil paintings which I 
1 itish to frame, and shall be pleased if 
you will send me instructions on how to 
go about this. I believe oil paintings 
should be stretched, varnished and then 
framed. (L.K.—Dagenham). 

OIL paintings on canvas are generally 
painted while the canvas is mounted 

on a wooden frame, but apparently 
this is not so in your case. First a 
wooden framework of suitable size 
must be made. There must be four 
separate parts which arc joined loosely 
at the corners by double tenon joints. 
Wedges are provided to insert in the 
joints, so that when driven from the 
inside of the frame, they will force the 
four parts outwards. The canvas is laid 
flat over the frame and folded neatly 
over the edges of the frame, and 
secured by tin-tacks at the back. The 
wedges are then driven to tighten the 
canvas in all directions. This done, the 
painting should be varnished with a 
high-grade clear varnish. When dry, the 
picture is inserted in a frame in the 
usual way. It may be added that the 
wedges in each corner joint operate at 
right-angles to each other, and thus 
force all four sides of the frame out-
wards. 
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Chemicals to Dissolve Soot 
j UNDERSTAND there are chemicals 

which, when placed on the fire, give off 
fumes that will dissolve soot in the 
chimney. Can you tell me what the 
chemicals are, and how much to use? 
(R.G.—Glasgow.) 
K OST chemical soot destroyers 

.1.VIconsist of potassium nitrate, or 
sal ammoniac, salt and sulphur. Their 
effectiveness depends a good deal on 
chimney form and draught, and their 
function is to loosen soot, not to 
dissolve it. Small quantities of the 
following mixture occasionally thrown 
on to the glowing fire will usually 
disperse soot:—Sal ammoniac, 1 ounce; 
Sulphur, I ounce; Salt, 2 ounces. Use 
about a tablespoonful at a time. 

Repairing a Plastic Doll 
frHE head of a plastic doll has sprung 
.1. apart at both sides where the two 
halves have been fused together. 1 have 
found glue useless for sticking it together 
and wonder if there is a substance which 
will stick or fuse the halves together 
again. (H.0.—Cleadon.) 
'T'HERE are a large number of 
.1. plastics, and the method of joining 
them is different in almost every case. 
Cellulose acetate is often used for dolls' 
heads. This is joined by softening the 
edges with a solvent and running them 
together. One solvent is Aceton thinned 
with a little benzine. If the head is 
celluloid, the common balsa cement may 
joint it. This is the adhesive with a 
pear-drop smell. Alternatively, a mix-
ture of 40% amyl acetate and 60% 
acetone. Nad varnish may also serve. 
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W TH the approach of summer, 
fires are being let out and fire-
screens will be brought into use 

again to conceal the blackened reminders 
of a long English winter. The fireplace 
screen with which is combined a box for 
plants, illustrated here, makes a decora-
tive and useful piece of furniture. 
The screen consists of two upright 

ends with a box arrangement between 
them to hold three or more flower pots. 
Below this box, and central with it, is a 
flat screen which may have added 
decoration to suit individual tastes. 
Inside the box there should be a galva-
nized metal tray to hold any water 
which may drain from the plants. 

The Dimensions 

The height of the screen is shown as 
28ins., and its width 21ins., while the 
box is designed to take three 5Iins. 
diameter pots. Full dimensions are 
given in Figs. 2 and 3, the latter being a 
cross-section of the box, showing its 
construction. It does not necessarily 
follow that the measurements given 
need be strictly adhered to. For instance, 
if desired, a smaller pot, say, 4ins. or 
even a 3jins., might well be used, which 
would lighten the appearance of the 
stand and, perhaps, be more in keeping 
with the size of the room in which it is to 
be placed. However, the general pro-
portions may be adhered to, whatever 
the size of pot is adopted. 
Wood, ¡in. or ¡in. thick is suggested 

for the two ends, the outlines of which 
are given in Fig. 3. Two mortises must 
be cut in each end to the measurements 
given, to take the tenons of the centre 
panel or screen. A handhole may also be 
included in the ends, as desired, for 
lifting purposes. 

Set out the mortises 4-in. or ¡ in. wide 
and cut them with a fretsaw, using a 

FOR THE HOME 

A Fireplace Screen 
and Plant Box Combined 
somewhat coarse sawbladc. A 14in. 
frame may be used with case, and the 
finish to the edges of the wood will be 
smoother and cleaner than if the holes 
were chiselled out. 
The screen panel may measure 

22ins. by 14ins. and may be of plywood 
or two pieces of 7ins. wide plain wood 
butted and glue-jointed together. Set 
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shaped at the top edge and they are 
screwed through to the sides as shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4, the screw heads being 
countersunk and filled. Round off the 
top edges of the sides, as shown, and 
also the edges of the base. The general 
construction is clearly shown in Fig. 4. 
The decoration on the panel may 

consist of half-round beading mitred at 

8" —.4 
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Fig. 2 

out the tenons carefully on the ends of 
the piece to fit the mortises. The tenons, 
it will be seen, project slightly beyond 
the face of the uprights. They may how-
ever, be cut flush and cleaned off to the 
face of the uprights. 

Rounded Edges 

Glue the three sections together, and 
then make the floor and sides of the box. 
Wood fin. thick may be used here, the 
base being glued and screwed to the 
ends and to thc top edge of the screen 
panel. The sides of the box may be 

-r 
3' 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

the ends as shown, and enclosing some 
simple form of overlay decoration. A 
raised wood button may be added 
centrally on an ¡in. base, with five 
shaped pieces spaced and glued on 
round it. A plain oblong strip and a 
square, both of ¡in, wood, will make a 
suitable tailpiece. 
Wood for the screen should be chosen 

to match up with the furnishings of the 
room. If oak is used, it should be stained 
light and wax polished. If mahogany, 
this should be stained to a desired depth 
of tone and french polished. 

FREE DESIGN FOR 4 MODEL YACHT 

In next week's issue, we are publishing full details for making a 

grand 14" semi-scale model yacht. Easy to build, and very fast, this 
model will be just the thing for the summer. 

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY 
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Some facts about 

HOME GENERATING PLANTS 
ANY country districts arc with-
out mains electricity, and cannot 
hope for it for many years. This 

need may be solved by using a home 
generating plant of engine or wind-
driven type. Many plants of this kind 
exist, both new and ex-service, and 
information on the advantages and 
limitations of such plants may be 
welcomed by readers who may be 
considering their installation. 

If the plant is not chosen with fore-
thought, it may later prove to be 
unsuitable. In addition to ordinary 
domestic purposes, a plant may some-
times be used for portable equipment, or 
for power in a workshed, etc. 

Wind-Driven Plants 

These are attractive in many ways, 
can give many years of service, and cost 
almost nothing to operate. Against this 
are the disadvantages that the power is 
rather limited, and that they are not 
successful in sheltered spots. They do, 
however, lend themselves fairly easily to 
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Fig. 1—Cut-out for accumulator 
charging. 

home construction. There arc also 
ready-made plants of this type, such as 
the Lucas ' Freelite'. 
Wind-driven plants usually employ an 

efficient, weather-sealed 12 V dynamo. 
The propeller is often of high speed 
type, of wood or aluminium, and about 
4ins. wide and 5ft. long. It is of slight 
pitch, and, therefore, revolves with 
such speed that it may be fitted directly 
to the dynamo spindle, no step-up 
gearing being used. The whole unit is 
fitted to the top of a mast, and pivoted 
so that tee propeller will always face the 
wind, a tail on the rotating head 
helping this. 

In breezy localities the dynamo will 
usually run for some hours each day, 
thereby charging accumulators. The 
latter are necessary to assure power is 
available whén required, for lights, etc. 

In very strong winds it may be 
necessary to stop the propeller, or turn 
the head out of the wind. Some ready-
made units have automatic devices to 
do this. 

It is also possible to use a larger 
propeller of slow moving type, driving 
the dynamo through a cycle chain or 
gear step-up drive. This helps to secure 

By F. G. Rayer 
sufficient speed, without which the 
dynamo will not charge. 
Old car generators may be used for 

this purpose. If a 12 V generator is used 
with a 6 V accumulator, charging will 
begin at a relatively low speed. For 
12 V accumulators, a 24 V to 32 V type 
of generator may be used, for this 
reason. 

Low-Voltage Plants 
Engine-driven plants are broadly of 

two types. One has an output of about 
24 V to 30 V and will charge accumu-
lators, while the other has a 'mains' 
output voltage ( 110 V or 250 V). The 

TO 
SUPPLY 

1 FUSE 

LAMPS 

SWITCHES 

Fig. 2—Circuit for wir ng lamps. 

low-voltage plant is cheapest, and 
frequently driven by petrol, an engine of 
about 1 H.P. being used. 

Accumulators are used with low-
voltage plants, the generator being used 
to keep them in proper condition. This 
has the advantage that lights may be 
switched on without the engine needing 
to be running (e.g., in the night). 
Against this is the disadvantage that all 
equipment will have to be of low-
voltage type. As a result, such plants 
are primarily intended for lighting only. 
Fires, cookers, etc., cannot be operated 
from them. A standard mains type 
radio or television receiver may, how-
ever, be operated. This is done by using 
a rotary convertor—a unit which has an 
input of 24 V to 30 V and delivers an 
output of 200 V to 250 V. (These cannot 
be used with fires, etc., because the 
current is not sufficient.) 
Such plants are started by hand. They 

are best run when the lights are in use— 
as during the evening. If the accumu-
lators tend to become discharged, the 
periods of running may be lengthened. 
If a measured quantity of petrol is 
placed in the tank on starting, the 
engine may be left to stop on its own. 
Such plants provide reasonable illumina-
tion for small houses. Lamps of un-
necessarily large wattage should not be 
used or the current drain will become 
too heavy. 

High-Voltage Plants 
Some of these produce mains-

voltage current, and can be used to 
operate irons, motors, etc., of mains-
voltage type, in addition to lamps. It 
becomes impracticable to use accumu-
lators, as one hundred 2 V cells would be 
required for 200 V. As a result, equip-
ment can only be used when the engine 
is actually running. This means that no 
light will be obtained unless the engine 
is started, and that it must run if only a 
single lamp is wanted. 
The disadvantage of having to start 

the engine by hand is overcome in 
some plants of this kind by means of a 
self-starter, usually with 12 V battery. 
When any switch in the house is turned 
on, the starter brings the engine into 
operation. A further device stops the 
engine when all switches are off. This is 
the nearest approach to mains working 
possible, but more expensive than 
simpler plants. 
Some makers overcome these diffi-

culties by having 100 V generators, so 
that only fifty 2V cells are required. 
Lights, etc., can then be operated at any 
time from the accumulators, even if the 
generator is not running. However, 
most such 100 V/110 V equipment will 
be totally unsuitable for 200 V/250 V 
and the outlay is not justified if mains 
may be obtained in a few years. 

Other Points 
The more expensive plants, especially 

if of diesel type, are relatively quiet. 
This is not so with the small, fast-
running engines on many plants, which 
are very noisy. The generator should 
thus be situated in a brick building 
some distance from the house, or the 
noise will become very troublesome. 

If mains will eventually be available, 
the house is best wired up exactly as for 
mains operation, even if a 24 V to 30 V 
system is to be used (sec Fig. 2). The 
wiring, etc., can then remain unchanged. 
If wiring is done for 24 V to 30 V only, 
it may be unsuitable for mains, when 
available, so that the work has to be 
done again. There is no danger of 
serious shocks from low-voltage plants, 
but with high-voltage plants the same 
precautions must be taken as for mains 
equipment. The installation, in the 
latter case, is best left in the hands of a 
skilled electrician. 

Standard fittings can be used for low-
voltage installations, and bulbs of the 
usual household type fitting, but for 
12 V upwards, can be obtained. If a 

• Continued on page 41 
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1. F. Taylor explains 

HOW to Make a Mystery Clock 

M
ANY of you, no doubt, have 
seen one of those ' Mystery 
Clocks' which are usually fixed 

to the glass of a shop window, and are 
used to draw attention to the passers by. 
This is really an excellent form of 

advertising as it catches the eye of most 
people who arc intrigued and stop to 
inspect it from all angles. Many theories 
have been put forward regarding the 
'works', most of them being very far 
from correct, but it makes people talk 
and as such has achieved its object as an 
advertisement. 
Some people think that the hands are 

geared up to the pin which attaches 
them to the window, others have 
suggested that it is electricity or mag-
netism which causes them to turn. 
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None of these, however, is correct, and 
the answer to the mystery is really very 
simple and will, no doubt, surprise most 
people when they know how it is done. 

Most of these mystery clocks usually 
have both a minute and an hour hand, 
but sometimes they possess only the 
minute hand, and being much simpler, 
it is this type which is described in this 
article. 

Glass Dial 
The hand, which has a small hole in 

the centre rotates once an hour on a 
fine pin fixed on to the glass dial. The 
dial in our model is a sheet of glass 
about 12ins. square and is fastened in 
to a picture frame to protect it from 
breakage and also to enable it to be 
hune up. Fig. 1 shows the front view of 
the finished article. 

Before attempting to make the clock 
we must understand the mystery and 
how it works. Fig. 2 shows the back 
view-of the minute hand which rotates 

from its centre (A). In order to turn 
accurately it must be perfectly balanced, 
and this is achieved by the counterpoise 
(B), exactly opposite to the pointer. 

A Brass Weight 
The counterpoise consists of a small 

tin with a lid which conceals the 'works'. 
In Fig. 2 the lid is removed to show a 
small watch movement in the centre of 
the counterpoise (B). On the centre 
pinion of the watch (called the canon 
pinion), instead of the minute hand is 
fixed a brass weight (Q. It is this weight 
which determines the position of the 
mystery clock hand. 
Owing to the force of gravity this 

weight always points downwards; you 
will, therefore, see that as the watch 

These diagrams 

will make 

construction 

guile clear 

ment for the counterpoise, and the 
first job, therefore, is to obtain the 
watch. The works of a wrist watch 
about I in. diameter would probably be 
the best for the purpose, but others may 
be used. Slightly larger than this is the 
old-fashioned ladies pocket watch, 
which would be very suitable. 

Perhaps you already possess an old 
movement which still ticks and which 
could be adapted for the purpose, or a 
friend may have just the thing. Watch-
makers often buy up old watches for 
the gold cases and many of the works 
from these arc in good condition. You 
might be able to buy one quite cheaply. 
The watch must have the centre or 

canon pinion friction tight on the 
centre spindle, and not loose as in some 
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ticks it is trying to turn this weight. Now, 
as gravity keeps it pointing downward, 
something must give way, and it is the 
hand that obliges by turning round. 
Fig. 3 shows what has happened when 
the watch has been ticking for a quarter 
of an hour from position Fig. 2. The 
weight is still in a downward position. 
Two things are essential for the 

perfect working of the hand—absolutely 
correct balance, together with a mini-
mum of friction at the centre and we 
will show how to obtain these as we 
proceed with the construction. 
The size of the hand and dial will 

depend on the size of the watch move.. 
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of the cheap models. 
With a watch about 1 in. diameter you 

can make the dial from 12ins. to 15ins. 
square to keep the proportions about 
right; the length of the hand being from 
Sins. to 6ins. from the centre to the 
point. 
Next get a tin into which the watch is 

to be hidden. In deciding the diameter, 
allowance must be made for the winding 
stern and button which may project 
about tin. The depth of the tin should 
also be calculated and room must be 
left for the weight to turn easily without 
fouling the lid. The lid should be a good 
fit and not be too prominent. 

From a piece of sheet brass cut the 
hand similar to the shape shown in 
Fig. 2, and with the counterpoise end 
just large enough to fit the tin, the base 
of which is soldered to it. 
As mentioned before, and this is a 

very important point, the success of the 
clock depends on perfect balance and a 
minimum of friction at the point on 
which it revolves. Fig. 4 is the side view 
of the hand showing the tin soldered to 
one end, and m ith the centre bush 
projecting on either side. 
To keep the friction here as small as 

possible this bush is quite thin and not 
more than. 4m, long. A piece of bush 

• wire obtainable from a watchmaker or 
a length of brass tube with a small 
centre hole is securely soldered in to the 
hand. Particular care is needed for this 
operation in order to get the bush 
fixed exactly at right angles to the hand. 
The hole in the bush should just fit a 
thin needle on which it will turn. 
The best way to fasten the needle to 

the glass is shown in Fig. 5. Solder the 
needle into a short length of brass tube, 
the top end of which is rounded to 
further reduce friction. A good brand of 
liquid glue can be used to fix the tube 
into a small washer of leather about 
in. diameter and -jkin. thick. The 

washer can be glued to the glass and 
kept under pressure until dry. 
Making the counterweight an fixing 

the watch movement in the tin must be 

t 4 

donc very.carefully. In Fig. 6 (A) is the 
type of canon pinion usually found in 
wrist watches, and this is soldered into 
the counterweight as at (B) and (Q. 
A piece of brass is the best material 

for the counterweight, and it should be 
about in. thick. When fixing the 
pinion, see that the brass weight does 
not foul any part of the watch move-
ment as it revolves. 

No Extra Measurements 
A little experimenting with the size of 

the counterweight may be necessary. No 
exact measurements can be given, as 
these will depend on the length and 
weight of the hand, and also of the 
counterpoise. 
The next job is to fix the watch 

movement into the tin and this must be 
done so that the dial side with the 
canon pinion is at the back next to the 
lid. This side is shown in Fig. 7. 

Most watches are fixed into their 
cases with two screws, one on either 
side of the movement similar to (AA) in 
Fig. 8. Now if a strip of brass ( Fig. 9) is 
made to fit across and project a little on 
either side of the movement, the case 
screws (AA) will hold it secure. It is then 
a simple matter to fix this into the tin 
with two screws through the holes in the 
ends of the strip. 

It will probably be necessary to drill a 
hole in the strip to clear the centre 
wheel pivot, but this will depend upon 

the type of watch movement used. You 
may also have to fit two thin washers 
under the strip to lift it off the winding 
wheel. 

With some types of watch movement 
there may be a little difficulty in turning 
the winding button when it is fixed in 
the tin, but you should be able to do it 
slowly with a pair of tweezers. 

Having got the 'works' fixed in the 
tin we must balance the hand. Do not 
forget to place the lid on the tin before 
attempting to do this. You will most 
probably find that the counterpoise end 
is much too heavy, and it is for this 
reason that the blob has been introduced 
near the point of the hand. 

It is a good idea to make this side too 
big when cutting out the hand and to 
reduce it later when you come to 
balancing. To add weight the hand can 
have extra metal soldered on to make it 
thicker, and then cut and filed up until 
you have obtained correct balance. 
To keep the hand from falling off the 

needle, a tiny chunk of rubber can be 
fitted on the end and this makes re-
moval very easy at winding time. 

Finish off the hand by giving it a coat 
of enamel and make a neat wooden 
picture frame to hold the glass, and put 
two small screw eyes in the top to 
enable it to be hung up. The figures 
and minute spaces.may be painted on 
the glass or they can be cut from paper 
and gummed in position. 

USEFUL GADGET 

A Grater for the Cook or 
NY gadget which lightens the 
work of the housewife, such as 
the subject of this short article— 

a grater for the kitchen—is always 
appreciated. 
Many foods are made more digestible 

by being grated or chopped up, and this 
little gadget will do the job in an 
efficient manner. Not only will it chop 
and slice up many types of food, such as 
nuts, cheese or suet, but it is equally 
proficient when dealing with vegetables 
or fruit. Runner beans can be sliced in 
different thicknesses and carrots or 
horseradish chopped up quite fine. 
There are many other substances 

besides food which can be chopped up 
with the aid of this handy article. In 
the handyman's workshop it will prove 
very useful and when 'set' correctly it is 
even possible to plane light wood with 
it. 
The cutting element is made in the lid 

of a tin. It is thus possible to collect the 
chips as they are grated into the tin. By 
having several lids to fit the tin and 
making a different width of cutter on 
each it is possible to tackle practically 
any kind of grating. 

It does not really matter what size tin 
is used to make the gadget, although it is 
not advisable for it to be too small. A 
one pound cocoa tin or something 

t=1 

similar is a handy size. You will need 
one tin and about half a dozen lids to fit. 
The completed cutter in the top of the 

lid is shown at A, while B is a sectional 
view which clearly indicates the amount 
of 'set' of the cutter. By bending this up 
or down the width of the gap is altered 
and this governs the thickness of the 
slices required. 
The best way to make the cutters is to 

drill two small holes as shown at C and 
with a fino metal fretsaw cut between 
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Handyman 
them. Then at each end cut up at right 
angles a little way, so that the cutter can 
be bent up slightly. Do not go too far, as 
this is inclined to weaken the metal—up 
to lin, is ample. 
When the cutter has been bent up the 

correct amount the top edge can be 
filed to produce a knife edge. Removing 
the file marks with a piece of smooth 
emery cloth, or better still with a fine oil 
stone or hone, will make this edge very 
keen and much more efficient. 

Instead of having only one cutter on 
the lid the gadget can be made to do the 
job much quicker by making several 
cutters. Fig. D shows the layout for 
four such cutters, and this is probably 
the limit that should be aimed at. 
Cutting away more metal would weaken 
the lid. (A.F.T.) 

Tell your friends -about 

the interesting articles in 

« Hobbies Weekly' 



MODELMAICING TIPS 

ACCURACY WITH TEMPLATES 
ALOT of people find it difficult to 

transfer outlines from a plan 
accurately on to wood, in making 

solid models. In fact, using carbon or 
tracing paper you cannot hope to be 
accurate, especially if the wood is soft or 
'grainy', causing the pencil to run' off 
the required line. Further inaccuracies 
are frequently introduced at the carving 
stage, so altogether the average 'solid' 
model becomes something of a hit-or-
miss effort. Yet there is a simple tech-
nique which can be applied to this type 

PLAN 

of modelling which obviates both these 
major faults. 

Nearly every `solid' model has to be 
shaped in two directions, corresponding 
to side elevation or profile shape, and 
plan shape. It is then carved to the 

PIN °Rate' 7FJAPLATES 
INPLACE 

correct cross sections, producing the 
final three-dimensional model. The 
subject may be a model race car, the 
fuselage of a scale-model aeroplane 
(wings and tail surfaces arc marked out 
and formed in a similar manner, but 
simpler), the hull for a galleon, etc. 

Basic requirements are a scale plan or 
drawing giving profile and plan out-
lines to the correct scale. For the 
purpose of illustration we will assume 
that a `solid' model racing car is being 
made. Model aircraft, etc., will differ in 

By R. H. Warring 

detail, but the technique is the same. 
The first thing to do is to make very 

accurate tracing of the profile and plan 
outlines on to stiff paper, cutting these 
out with scissors or a razor blade. Mark 
a centre line on the plan template. The 
bottom is the datum line for the profile 
template in this particular case, other-

- 7 -PROFILE 
'TEMPLATE 
D 

rotozums 
FROM STIFFPAPER 

saw, cut around the plan outline, 
separating the two side pieces from the 
main block. Each side piece should be 
removed as one and preserved, not 
thrown away. 

If you are aiming to produce an 
accurate model, these cuts must be truly 
vertical. If you have any doubts as to 
your ability to saw 'square', duplicate 
the templates so that you have cutting 
guides on each face of the block, 
enabling you to check up as work 
proceeds. The extra pair or templates 

BLOCK SAME LENGTH 
AS MODEL 

MARX 
CENTRE UNE 

TEMPLATE 

wise we would have had to mark a 
suitable datum line on this also. 
The body block is then prepared. Any 

wood suitable for carving can be used. 
Balsa is a logical choice for small 
models since it is so easy to carve. The 

CUT OUT WITH 
FRETSAW 

block is out o rectangular shape the 
same length as the model, but slightly 
deeper and at least ¡in. wider. In the 
caso of the car model, axle slots are 
marked in position and then cut out. A 
centre line is drawn on top and bottom 
faces of the block. 
The plan template is then glued or 

cemented down to the top of the block, 
aligning on the centre line. Similarly, 
the profile template is attached to one of 
the side faces, aligned with the bottom 
of the block. Using a fretsaw or coping 
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MARK AND CUT 
AXLE SLOTS 

can be made direct from the originals 
and similarly cemented in place. 
The two side pieces removed in the 

previous operation are now pinned back 
in place in their original positions. The 
block is now cut out to the profile 

TOP 

DUPLICATE TEMPLATES 
FOR CUTTING GUIDE 

IF PREFERRED 
• 

130770M 

• 
template shape, again using a coping 
saw or fretsaw, although in this case 
you can carve, if you prefer. Having 
completed this job to your satisfaction, 
unpin the 'spare' pieces on each aide and 
throw away. You are left with a shaped 
body blank, ready for carving. If You 
have done the job properly, this will be 
accurate in outline and truly 'square' 
throughout its length. 
The final stage consists of carving and 

sanding this blank down to the required 
cross-sections. Most of the wood is 

PIN PIECES BACK 
ACCURATELY 

CARVE CAREFULLY 
WITH SHARP 

KNIFE 

removed by carving, using a very sharp 
knife and removing only small chips at a 
time. Avoid carving against the grain 
and stop carving whilst the body is still 
slightly oversize. Finish smooth with 
glasspaper which should remove all 
traces of knife marks and work down to 
the final shape with further glass-
papering, if necessary. 

If you want to be sure that you have 
got the cross-sections correct you can 

FRETSAW TO 
OUTLINE 

FRETSAW OR 
CARVE AWAY 

. TEMPLATES 
' OFF PLAN 

use card templates prepared from body 
sections on the original plan. These 
should be half-section templates, as 
shown, cut from card about as stiff as a 
postcard. A centre line is marked on the 
carved body, and also the position of 
the various 'stations', and the correct 
templates offered up to their respective 
stations from either side of the block. It 
needs a little practice to get used to 
working with section templates in this 

'SHAPED BLANK'S 
READY FOR CARVING 

manner, but once familiar with the 
method it is easy, and accurate. The 
templates, of course, are not destroyed 
like the plan and profile templates and 
so can be used for further models. If 
you do contemplate other models of the 
same design, then make the plan and 
profile templates in thick card also and 
pin in place on the block. They can then 
be removed before carving and kept for 
the next model. 

• Continued from page 37 

Home Generattng Plants 
shed, etc., is being wired for low voltage 
only, however, small bayonet cap 
holders are best, as car-type side and 
headlamp bulbs can then be used. 
With low-voltage installations, the 

wiring must be stout, and undue length 
avoided. With a 12 V system, a voltage 
drop of 1 volt in wiring would lose 
1/12th of the power. This is often over-
looked, because with 200 V mains a 
voltage drop of I volt would lose only 
1/200th of the power, and be of no 
importance. 

Accumulator Care 
All types of wind or engine-driven 

generators use a cut-out circuit such as 
that shown in Fig. I. This disconnects 
the dynamo automatically, when it is 
not charging, so that the battery does 
not discharge through the dynamo 
windings. This is essential. A 12V car 
cut-out can be used with home-made 
plants. 

As accumulators are relatively ex-
pensive, proper care of them is essential. 
Distilled water should be added when-
ever any of the plates are exposed, and 
the batteries kept dry and clean. Short 
circuits must at all costs be avoided. 
Fuses may be wired in as shown to 
protect the accumulators against these. 
With a 24 V supply, four 6 V accumu-

lators can be used, in series. A 25-watt 
lamp would consume approximately 
1 amp., while a 100 watt lamp would 
consume 4 amps. A rotary convertor for 
radio, etc., would consume about 8 to 
12 amps., according to the actual 
voltage. From this it will be seen that 
heavy demands will be made on the 
accumulators, but large car-type bat-
teries will meet these, if the wasteful use 
of current is avoided. Unless the 
accumulators are in very good con-
dition, it will be found that the lights 
grow dim, if much used without the 
engine running. It may also become 
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impossible to operate a rotary con-
vertor unless the engine is started. 

Finally, then, it will be seen that a 
low-voltage plant offers the best means 
of lighting only, when moderate cost is 
important. Wind-driven plants can be 
successful in favourable circumstances. 
But for any kind of mains power-type 
appliance, a large plant is necessary, and 
will be very expensive, compared with 
small, low-voltage equipment. 

A Final Reminder! 

There is only just over a week 
left for you to enter for Hobbies 

Grand Fretwork Competition. If 

you have not yet sent in your 

entry, don't forget that it must 

reach the Competition Dept., 

Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk, 

by April 30th. 



FOR AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS 

You can Speed up Film Drying 

/T is well known that the quicker a film can be dried the better will be 
the result and the drying of films can 

be quite a problem to the photographic 
enthusiast and cause many a headache. 

Dust is one of the worst enemies and 
a slow-drying film gives it plenty of 
time to collect and settle. Any gadget, 
therefore, that will speed up the process 
îvill be a welcome addition to the dark-
room equipment. 

There are many chemical processes to 
hasten drying. among them being the 
use of methylated spirit, but most of 
them want using carefully in order not 
to spoil the work. 
The ideal method is,- undoubtedly, to 

remove as much water as possible and 
then finish off in a current of dust-free 
air, which will be speeded up if it is warm 
air. 

A litkeenie9deéreed 
•••••—• 

MODELLING IN CARD 

HAMPTON 
COURT 

SET 
ARC XXI 

It Send stamped addrentd envelope 
for Illustratad List of 100 Models; 

H Architactural, Mechanical, Aft 
Railway, Maritime, Aare, etc. etc.. 

MICROMODELS LTD. 
3 ( H) Racquet Court 

Heat Street London 11.C.4 

The handy little gadget illustrated is 
very efficient, is easily made and will 
save much time. It consists of two 
pieces of soft sponge rubber clamped 
between two supporting strips of wood 
which are hinged at one end. Held in the 
hand, the pressure exerted on the film, 
which slides between the rubbers, can be 
easily controlled. 

Cut two strips of hardwood 6ins. long. 
1 in. wide and ¡in, thick, nicely smoothed 

and preferably with the 
sharp outside edges round-
ed off for easy handling. 
Two short strips of the same 
width are glued to the 
hinged end and these can, 
with advantage, be slightly 
tapered, being ¡ in, at the 
hinged end and -erin. at the 
other end about 2ins. away. 
Two strips of soft sponge 

rubber fill up the remain-
der of the centre portion. 

They are 4ins. long, 1 in. wide and ¡in. 
thick and glued firmly to the wooden 

bars. Fixing must, of course, be done 
with waterproof glue. If you are unable 
to obtain ¡ in, thick sponge rubber, you 
can use any other thickness, provided 
you make the centre blocks to corre-
spond with this different measurement. 
A small brass hinge neatly screwed on 

to the end will complete the construction 
of the dryer. The woodwork can be 
given a coat of clear varnish to help to 
preserve it from the moisture removed 
from the films. 
Very little pressure is necessary when 

using the gadget, otherwise the tilm may 
be damaged. It is a good idea to try it 
out a few times on an odd piece of film 
before using it on something special, so 
as to grasp the feel of it and know how 
to manipulate it. 

After drawing the gadget down the 
film once or twice, put the film to finish 
off in a place that is free from dust. A 
better plan is to have a special drying 
cabinet to place the film in and if you 
are in a hurry the process can be 
speeded up by using warm air. (A.F.T.) 

Making a Contact Printing Box 

THE basis of this contact printing 
box is a normal printing frame, 
either attached to the insides of 

the box or screwed to the top. The 
larger size of quarter plate is preferable, 
since this will enable prints of smaller 
size to be made if suitable masks arc 

employed. This size also allows the film 
to be used in its full length, avoiding the 
necessity of cutting off each negative. As 
each print is made, the film is drawn 
foryeard to the following negative. 

Underneath the printing frame is a 
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piece of glass. This should be flashed 
opal, or frosted and cut to fit, or failing 
this a piece of transparent tracing paper 
may be attached by means of gum to the 
four corners of plain glass. The purpose 
of this is to provide diffused and even 
illumination. A 15 watt lamp will be 
quite suitable. 
A window may be cut in one end and 

covered with orange or red celluloid to 
form a useful safelight. Transparent red 

MODIFIED UD 

paper obtained from packets of printing 
paper may be sandwiched between clear 
cover glasses used for lantern slides. 
These small glasses may be bought from 
any photographers' shop for 2d. each. 

Provision is made for-the inclusion of 
a small flashlamp bulb to remain alight 
during the whole operation, enabling 
negatives and paper to be correctly 
positioned. It is preferable that the bulb 

• continued on page 44 
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CELOTEX 
RICO TRADe MARX. 

HARDBOARD 

F1VE-STAR 

for quicker and more economical results 

Every sheet of Celotex Five-Star Hardboard is ready for 

instant use and it can be used right up to the last piece. It is 

grainless, so that you are never troubled by knot-hoes, and it 

will not crack, split or splinter. Supplied in and 136-" thick-

nesses, it can be cut, nailed, bevelled and shaped with ordinary 

wood-working tools. You will find it cheaper, quicker and more 

reliable than wood for innumerable household jobs. Your 
results will be just that much better if you use Celotex Five-

Star Hardboard! Send today for further details, samples and 

the name and address of your nearest Celotex distributor. 

HARDBOARD 

Made in Great Britain with all-British materials by 

Celotex Limited, North Circular Road, Stonebridge Park, London, N.W. to. 
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APPARATUS FOR THE HOME CHEMIST 

Make a Handy 1P-Tube Holder 

I
N experiments involving the use of 
dried gases it often happens that all 
available clamps have to be put into 

use for holding the generating vessel and 
that part of the apparatus in which the 
gas is to be collected or bring about a 
reaction, leaving no means of holding 
the 'U' tube containing the drying agent. 
A simple holder, such as that shown 

in Fig. 1, is quickly and easily con-
structed and will prove its worth a 
hundredfold over the years. It consists 
of two base discs in one of which is cut a 
slot to house the curved end of the 'U' 

 _e 

Fig. 3—The 
pillar 

....E._ it/ 

tube, and a pillar passing right through 
the discs. The 'U' tube is held rigid to the 
pillar by means of two rubber bands. 
Half inch wood is used throughout. 

Fig. 2 gives details of the discs. The 
lower disc (A) and the upper (B) are 
respectively 6}ins. and Sins. in dia-
meter. The broken lines dividing the 
discs into quadrants serve for accurate 
positioning of the slots. 
The pillar slot in *(A) measures 

lens. by and is best cut with the 
corresponding end of the 'T' slot in (B), 
so as to attain a good fit. By temporarily 
fastening the two discs together with 
fret nails and using a heavy fretsaw the 
job is soon done. The rest of the 'V slot 
can then be cut separately in (B). This is 
¡in. wide. Rounding the top edge of 

each disc with glasspaper gives a neat 
finish. 
The pillar ( Fig. 3) is 51ins. long 

overall. Since it begins to narrow I in. 
from its base, it emerges from the base 
discs with a graceful line. The Gothic 
top presents no difficulties in marking off 
if the enlarged section beside the full 
pillar is studied. By first marking the 
centre line, drawing a 3m, diameter 
circle and then taking arcs through 
from the centres indicated by the 
arrows, the main outline is soon 
positioned. The shoulders are then 
drawn in from centres indicated by the 
lower arrows and the arcs and shoulders 
joined freehand. 

After smoothing with glasspaper, the 
components can be fitted together. If 
screws are used for the discs they 
should be of brass, for this offers a 

- 

Fig. 2—Details of dw base discs 

greater resistance to corrosion by 
laboratory dampness than steel. Cellu-
lose cement is much the best to use 

Fig. I 

throughout. Several thin coats of 
orange shellac/meths. varnish give a 
nice warm finish to the holder. ( L.A.F.) 

• Continued from page 42 

n 
Contact 1-Tinting Box 

should be coloured red to avoid fogging 
of the paper. 
The body of the box should be at 

least Sins. deep, allowing the lamp to be 
approximately 41ins. from the printing 
surface. If the lamp is placed too high 
there is a danger of uneven printing. The 
width of the box depends on the size of 
the printing frame used. Although not 
really necesary, the insides may be pa inted 
white to assist in reflecting the light. 

If a printing frame is not used, an 
alternative method is shown in Fig. 2. 
Lengths of rebated moulding are 
screwed to the top, giving a firm basis 
for the glass printing surface. This is 
essential or the glass may break under 
pressure or bend slightly, losing firm 
contact between negative and paper. 
Two lids of plywood are shaped, one 
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having an overlapping strip to give 
even pressure to the other when closed. 
At each side of the rebate fix two small 
stops to prevent the glass from moving. 
The lids must" be covered with soft 
material like flannel or thin sponge. 
rubber and attached to the top of the 
framework. Again, masks are prepared 
to cover the whole of the glass, with 
openings cut to the required print size. 
Black wrapping paper from print paper 
packets is useful here. 
To operate, the negative is positioned, 

paper placed and one lid closed whilst 
the paper is firmly held in position. The 
other lid with the overlap is then 
brought into position and the lids held 
down whilst the exposure takes place. 
Note that the overlapping piece has a 
lip for convenience of handling. (S.H.L.) 
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DUROFIX 
—THE COLOURLESS ADHESIVE THAT 

IS HEATPROOF AND WATERPROOF 

Veneer laying is one of many jobs best done 

with Durofix. An adhesive of exceptional 

strength, Durofix sticks almost any material 

with a permanent join that is heatproof, 

waterproof, and practically invisible. Durofix 

is also a good insulator, ideal for many fixing 

jobs in radio and TV work. Keep Durofix 

always handy for workshop jobs and 

home repairs. 

Look for the name Rawlplug— 
le" your guarantee of finest quality. 

Tubes 9d., 113 & 5/- Tins219 & 10/6 

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LTD., LONDON, S.W.7 

TRADE ENQUIRIES 

INVITED 
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START TO MAKE 
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AVAILABLE 
PLAN, INSTRUCTIONS a LIST 216 post free. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST 
withFo. reaTosyy Mpakleamns or 
DOLL'S HOUSE, DOLL'S 
COT and TOY CRANE, 

Pd. Post free. 

ZIMPLAN 
PEDAL 

TRACTOR 

Easy to make. 

Set of Plans and 

list of available 

metal parts 

1/6 post free 

Z1MPLAN 182,WARE RD. HODDESDON 

ELECTRIC 
FRETSAW 
Cutting speed 

of 6,000 Strokes per minuie 
Here is a genuine craftsman's tool with dozens of house-
hold and workshop uses. It is ideal for all kinds of hobby 
projects, coping ped jigsaw work. 200-250 r—e5-.--1 

- METAL - - - 61 
volts. Available in A.C. only. 
EASILY CUTS - WOOD 
PLASTIC - FORMICA - RUBBER 'with 4 S.w i 

without any restriction of length. Cad...FRI/61 

THE HAND TOOLS DEPOT (Dept H) 
9 CENTRAL BUILDINGS, 24 SOUTHWARK ST., L0110011. S.L I 

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY 
Here is home study of the Most 
effective kind under expert tutors. 
There is no better way of studying 
for an examination, starting a new 
hobby or for a career In Industry. 
These special courses comprise 
th  most modern methods of 
postal tuition, combined with a -- • 
Practical Kit of parts (which remains your property). 

COURSES FROM 15P A MORTH 
COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE: Radio, Television, 
Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry; 
also Draughtsm3nship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. 
Radio, Languages, etc. 

I ADDRESS   

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST  

NAME  

,20/4/55  icsjA lindustriel Orgonisotlen 
I 
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A ORAN') BOOK POR AU. TH1 
FAMILY. The "Klee, Year Book of 
Bright Ideas". A really helpful guide to 
home planning. decoration. Hobbies, toys. 
etc. Showing famous Kaylee Transfers In 
brillant colours, and most effective 
uses. From "Hobbles" stockists/l ad 
or direct. 
KAYLEE TRANSFERS Postage 3d. 
LTD., (HW) Long Eaton Nottingham. 

T,TUKLOS ANNUAL. Indispensable cyclist's 
IN.handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving 
hints. 2/10, post free. - Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

CTAMPS FREE - Empire Packet including, 
L3Pietorials and Victorians with approvals.-
Robert J. Peek, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth. 

"IDUILD your own TN and learn about its 
.Doperation, maintenance and servicing. 
Qualified engineer-tutor available whilst you are 
learning and building. Free Brochure from-
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. RW.58, London, W.4. 
(Associated with H.M.V.) 

EVERY CAR THAT PASSES-YOU 
WILL FIND THE INDEX MARK 

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED IN 

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM? 
Price 9d. 

from all Booksellers or from the Publishers 
(14d. postage) 

RALEIGH PRESS, EXMOUTH 

CDAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK (1954 
r Ed.). Covers Car, Industrial & Flock Spray 

ing. 316. post free, including catalogue of our 
Cellulose and Synthetic Paints and all Allied 
Sundries and Plant Hire.-Leonard Brooks Ltd., 
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex. 

TILYWOOD - HARDBOARD - at amazing 
r low prices. Send S.A.E. for samples and 
prices to-N. Genet', 10 Mare Street, Hackney, 
London, E.8. 

STOP SMOKING in 3 days or money 
back. Safe pleasant. 

permanent. The only scientific way; No Will 
Power necessary. 'Conquered the habit in 24 
days'.-F.C. 'Within 2 days I was free from the 
tobacco habit'.-W.G. 'Was a smoker for 2 years 
and broke the habit in 2 days'.-F.N.• I used to 
smoke 20 a day . . . now 1 have no desire to 
smoke".-J.M. Recommended by 'Health and 
Efficiency Magazine'. Complete course 4/4 (or 
91.00 bill). Details 1}d. stamp. Sent under plain 
cover. NATURE REMEDIES. IS (M142). 
Doan Road, London, N.w.2. Established 1928 

* GREAT CAMPING OFFER * 

RIDGE TENT snrr fol 4/"' 
BRAND NEW de luxe 
Para. Tent. All colours. 

- 1/4 Complete. Ideal Cyclists, 
Campers. Length 7 ft. 3 in, sleeping base x 4 ft. 
6 in. wide x 3 ft. 61n. high x 12 in. walls, all approx. 

With fly.sheet £4 Is. 6d. or 10/. deposit and 99 
Weigh t 311 be 15s. o r 4/-de posit and 6/-mon th 

monthly. Both carr. 1/6. Lists of other models. 
Terms. Send now for this really wonderful offer. 

• •Aritol 75, recoeurendthle 
legymusr O.G. lens x 40mm 
GERIMPRISNEMIOCULAIr 

4iiiett: eye 

Says Our Director 
POPULAR SQUAT MODEL 
made of lightweight material. 
METAL COMPASS INSET IN 
BENDING BAR EYE AD-
JUSTMENT enables quick NO DEPOSIT 
reading of bearing of view. 
LUMINOUS TIPPED, VERY LATEST IMPROVE-
MENT. Size Sr x 44'. Genuine day and night 
powerful prismex lenses give 3.D clarity. Centre 
focus. Case. etc. Send only 2/6 pack. 8, reg. 7 days 
approval. If satisfactory send 5/6, thon pay 8 pay-
ments 7/6 within 8 months. Cash Price 59/6. 
List, Binoculars, Watches, Tenu, etc.. Terms. 
Headquarter & General Supplies Ltd. 
HOBW/48, 196/200 Coldharbour Lane, Loughboro 
unc., London, 5.E.5. Open Sat., 1 p.m. Wed. 

•Esl t UBBER MOULDS for plaster casting 
£‘ sample 3/11. Trade supplied. S.A.E. - 
Butleigh Supplies, 13 Burieigh Street, Hull. 

T TLSTER HANDICRAFTS. Downshire Place, 
LJ Great Victoria Street, Belfast, supply craft-
workers with Stanley tools. Handicrafts, Mar-
quetry, Veneers, Aerolite, Musical Movements, 
Lamp Frames, Paints, etc. 

CWISS MUSICAL Mechanisms for cigarette 
Oboxes, etc., 18/- post free. S.A.E. for illustra-
tion and list of tunes available.-Dept. HW, 
Metwood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton, 
Ducks. (Trade supplied.) 

RITISH Colonials, all periods, bargain prices. 
flOne country or mixed selections on approval. 
Discount allow ed.-L. Newell, 6 St. Mary Road, 
Walthamstow, E.I7. 

i fy% DIFFERENT stamps fred! id. upwards 
approvals.-Bush, 53 Newlyn Way. 

Parkstone, Dorset. 

MAKE A RADIO SET 
You can build the "Economy" I-valve radio set 
with only a screwdriver and pliers. Complete sec 
of parts, with valve, 33/- post free. Headphones and 
batteries, 27/. extra. Building instructions only 74d. 

Send now to:-

BLANCHARD'S RADIO (H9) 
13 GAINFORD GARDENS, MANCHESTER, 10 

---
MRANSFER Graining Paper-Oaks, Walnuts; 
j. Samples, U-; Complete range, 3/.; Roll, 
16/10.-H. Decano Co., 20 Clarendon Rd., 
Jersey. 

X X ATCHBOX size crystal sets. All parts 
J.V.Lcrystals, instructions. complete 3/3. Folio of 
four crystal and crystal diode designs (all-wave 
miniature, etc.), 1/3. All components with 
instructions, for slide-coil set, tunes 200-550 
metres, 3/9, post free. Efficiency guaranteed.-
Bailey's, 44 Stanley St., C. Oldham. 

GENUINE SWISS 
Musical Movements 

Limited Quantity I7/- each, 
plus 9d. post/pkg. 
Richardson & Forder, S Chapel Mace, 

White Hart Lane, London, N.I7 
• 

•")[ STAMPS free - request approvals. 
Broadway Stamps, 82 Broadway Grove, 

Worcester. 

ODERNISE your bicycle with the Cadet 
J.V.Lelectric horn. Finished in chrome, 16/6 
complete, post 6d.-VI-RAD. 6 Twyford Rd., 
Eastleigh, Hants. 

EVERY conceivable item of workshop equip-
ment readily available under our Personal 

Hire Purchase Plan. Write for details today to-
Garners, 6-8 Primrose Hill. Barnsley. 

DERFORATION gauge and 50 stamps, free to 
J.: all approval applicants enclosing 24d. stamp. 
- Cliffe West (MI), 61 Wynyard Rd., 
Sheffield, 6. 

GOVNT. SURPLUS BARGAINS. Inter-
room Telephones, comprising 2 self-energised 
microphone/receivers and approx. 6 yds. flex 
(may be extended if desired). No Batteries 
needed. Nothing to wear out. Complete 9/6 
Post 6d. Morse Keys 116, Post 6d. Hundreds 
of other bargains. 3d. stamp for list of Motors. 
Transformers, Switches & c. Sc, MILLIGAN'S 
24 HARFORD STREET, LIVERPOOL, 3. 
Money Back Guarantee. 

MORE FUN FROM 
YOUR RAILWAY! 
Get the most from your railway by reading, each month, the leading 
magazine for the Average Enthusiast. large, lavishly illustrated, and 
packed full of practical articles on all aspects of the hobby. 

With The RAILWAY MODELLER 
1/6 Monthly 1/5 ron pad Dept. H.W. 

Pecoway 
Station Rd. 

Seaton, Devon 

Layout Plans No. 1 1/3 No.2 1/3 

Scenic Modelling 1/9 
The Railway Modeller Model Railway id. 

BE TALLER 
In 12 days or money back. New gland and spinal discovery Increases 
height 2 to 5 inches. 'I have gained 4} inches us height. My weight in-
creased from 9-stone 4-1b, to 10-stone 31-1b.'-P.D. 'Increased 3 inches•.---• 
H.G. Guaranteed harmless. Full course 10/- (or 81.50). Air Mall 1813. 
Details Ild. Sent under plain cover, .1, H. MORLEY, 211 (H/143) Dean Rd.. 
London, N.W.2. Practical Courses, all subjects. List free.  

KITS for OLD TIME SHIPS 
Hobbles range of Ship Models Includes Elizabeth Jonas, CUM Sack. 
Victory, Mayflower, etc. Complete Kits of wood, sail material. tolo• 
pulleys, cord, etc., with full size patterns of parts and planed wood 
ready to cut out, shape and construct. A fascinating pastime. 

Klei for models 7Ins, long and upwards. 
Ask for free illustrated lists at Hobble. Branches or from SOWN« 

limited, Dept. III, »erotism, Norfolk. 

SEE PAGE 35 

Patterns for Toy Brick Trolley 
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THE "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK 

"That gadget, mlads, beats the lot! 

What brains this young fellow has got 

Our old clock—never right 

Transformed—with FLUXITE 

And look! Breakfast right on the dot!" 

and its famous equal 
THE 

SOLDERING PASTE 

girripett aa 

The standard sizes of 
FLUXITE FLUID are: 

4 Fluid Ounces 8 Fluid Ounces 

20 Fluid Ounces i & I Gallon Cans 

FLUXITE LTD BERMONDSEY ST LONDON SE 

Telephone : HOP 2631 

Gam EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED 

NOW1 DO-IT-YOURSELF, 
WITH 

ALUMINIUM KITS 
You'll surprise yourself at the ease with 
which any of these and other beautiful 
things can be made. Newman's 'Do-lt-
Yourself ' Aluminium kits contain every-
thing needed even down to the last nut 
and bolt. An easy to follow construction 
and pattern sheet giving step by step 
instructions is enclosed with each kit. 

It's Light! It's Tough! 

It's Easy to Handle! 

NO SPECIAL TOOLS NEEDED 

Post Coupon TODAY for FREE 

Illustrated Brochure 

To —NEWNAN'S 
• Do-lt-Tourself 

I ALUMINELIN 

Newspaper and 
Magazine Rack 

86 HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W .1 \ 
Please send me the FREE Illustrated Brochure \ 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

  HOB 2 

Plant 
Stand 

ELECTRIC 
PAINT 

STRIPPER 

DEPOSIT 

3 monthly 
payments of 

Cash price 30/. 
Old paint peels off like magic with 
the Nantit electric paint stripper. 
Easy. even strokes remove paint. 
varnish. etc. Four-sided blade for 
angles and cone A.C./D.C.. mains - 
Irate voltage, P & P If-. Extra Ilex 
II. a yard. Send for leaflet 

SANDER POLISHER 
(ELEC-

TRIC) 

SI-
DEPOSIT 

The I. á G. Electric Sander Molisher 
does the lob tan times faster dun by 
hand with no effort. Sands wood, 
furniture, burnishes metal. polishes 
cars, furniture. silver. A.C. only 220 
2.50v. Cash 75/.. Or send 5/.. deposit 
and 6 monthly payments of 13/6 

ELECTRIC PAINT 
SPRAYER 

(Lk 75/, Or 4/. deposit and 6 
monthly payments of 13/6 

Paint easily. evenly. twice as last wit's till 
Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprars Painter.' 
fish. etc. Complete with sturdy glass con-
miner. fl ex, norzles for ceiling spraying and 
extra nozzle doses for different liquids. 
AC. mains - state voltage. Guaranteed. 
Supplied with 96 page booklet. 

Leaflet/1'u 

DEPOSIT 
A first-class tool, the Black & Decker 
U-t Portable Electric Drill saves 
hours on home and workshop jobs. 
Drills wood. steel, brick, etc. Steal 
capacity up to t. Also drives sanding 
discs, polisher pads. etc. Weighs 3 fib. 
Fully suppressed. C.S. 17. 6. or 121- de-
posit and 6 monthly payments of Cl. 
Sent on receipt of the deposir.A.C. I 
D.C. motor, voltages 110 to ho. 
Scam voltage required. 

Send for complete list or Tools 
BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS 

(Dept, 114), S Sliver Street, Luton 
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